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Research into companion robots for older adults, including those who are socially isolated and lonely,
continues to grow. Although some insight into older adults’ preferences for various robotic types and
functionality is emerging, we lack research examining how these robots fulfil or challenge a range of values
and aspirations individuals have in later life. This study examines the attitudes and perspectives of 16 older
adults (aged 65+) living independently but alone in their own homes, who were interviewed and shown
videos depicting three distinctive companion robots: a talking assistant; a roving toylike vehicle; and a robotic
dog. This approach illuminated values, preferences, and needs amongst older people that are vital for
understanding the potential of companion robots. In comparing the robots, participants expressed concerns
about the impact of different companion robots on their abilities and skills, their sense of autonomy and
control over their lives, and the maintenance of several kinds of dignity. These results inform user-centered
design and use of companion robots for older people living alone and independently.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Research into companion robots for older adults continues to grow [72], often driven by concerns about
ageing populations, caregiver shortages, and social isolation and loneliness [4,25,26,77,92]. Human-robot
interaction research suggests that companion robots may benefit older people by improving health [36] and
providing assistance and entertainment [48].
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Although there are many different kinds of companion robots available, many HCI studies target a
single companion robot [56,93,98] or focus on robots that are more-or-less alike, such as robot
animals [48]. Studies on older adults’ responses toward diverse kinds of companion robots are
rarer [cf. 30,94]. In this video-based interview study, we explore older adults’ views regarding
three distinctive robots: a conversational home assistant, a talking mobile toylike vehicle, and a
small fluffy robot dog. Examining responses to these different robots exposed values and
preferences relating to assistance and companionship.
We presented short videos of each of these robots to 16 independently living older adults to
explore their responses. We refer to these robots as ‘companion robots’ since all three are
designed to create affective social relations with users [28]. Companion robots are a kind of
‘socially assistive robot’ [16]. Robot home assistants, like the conversational home assistant
included in this study, can simultaneously be ‘service’ robots and companion robots. Our broad
aim in this study was to understand the attitudes and responses of relatively self-sufficient,
independent-living older adults to different types of companion robots. We wanted to first
understand participants’ social preferences in order to better contextualize their responses to
companion robots. Against this backdrop, we investigated older adults’ views of the relative
advantages and disadvantages of these distinctive robots and if and why/why not they might want
to incorporate such robots into their lives. Participants discerned a range of pros and cons for each
robot exemplar. We identified varied attitudes towards features such as toy-likeness, animallikeness, mobility, assistance, and speech – and individual preferences linked to ‘values’ like
control and dignity.
Our study contributes insights into the challenge of designing social and technical systems to
support companionship for older people (65+) who live alone. Many older adults live alone and
wish to be independent for as long as possible [91], yet most studies focus on companion robots
for people in residential aged care [42] and/or with dementia [61]. We show that a one-size-fits-all
solution will be difficult to achieve even for the specific group of independent-living older adults
because of diversity in people’s preferred forms of interaction. Furthermore, ethical concerns have
been raised, frequently in philosophical reflections, about robotic companions. These concerns are
often related to replacing human interaction and causing deception [21,84] and effects on older
adults’ dignity [17]. In this study, we turn to older adults themselves to understand potential
concerns about dignity. We find that individuals view the design of some robots as patronizing in
certain ways that can be seen as distinctive threats to dignity. Overall, our study extends and
deepens understanding of the possibilities and challenges of human-robot relations for an age
group known to exhibit particularly diverse preferences and needs [65].
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Human and animal company for older people
A growing number of older adults live alone and relatively independently in their own homes
[73]. Some countries, such as Australia (where this study was conducted), have policies for ‘ageing
in place’, which provide support for people who choose to live in their own homes as they get
older [5]. Living alone, however, can sometimes lead to social isolation and loneliness. While
loneliness can affect anyone [52], older adults often experience shrinking social support networks
and reduced contact with family [64]. Loneliness can harm wellbeing both physically and mentally
[36,83]. Recently, social isolation measures during the COVID-19 pandemic have exacerbated
loneliness for many older adults [3]. The potential of technology to help address companionship
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and social connection has been a core element of interventions to tackle loneliness and social
isolation in later life. Thus, there is growing interest in understanding the role technology might
play in supporting companionship for isolated older adults, including the role of robots and other
virtual assistants.
Of course, companionship can be enriching even for those not prone to isolation or loneliness.
Indeed, having opportunities for varied companionship, and, moreover, autonomous control over
who we associate with, are vital for human wellbeing [75]. This latter aspect – being able to
choose who or what to associate with – has received little attention in past work on designing
robots for older people and is an important value that emerges in our study. Some people, of
course, enjoy the company of animals, and many robotic companions are designed to mimic
animal companionship. Pets may reduce older people’s loneliness and improve human health [69],
yet can also pose problems including risks to health and emotional trauma [33]. Companion
robots have been pursued for older people as one alternative to animal companions, though robots
are limited in their capacity to replace human and animal companionship and can have drawbacks
such as cost, acceptability to users, and a possible need for ongoing technology updates or support.
2.2 Diversity of companion robot types
Some socially assistive robots are designed for healthcare or for service only, such as lifting,
vacuuming, feeding, and monitoring; others are designed to provide companionship [16].
Although ‘companionship’ is complex, it has characteristic features like enjoyment, play,
attachment, and psychological satisfaction [51]. Creating pleasure, comfort, and a desire for
interaction are also important aims of companion robots. In this study, our working definition of
‘companion robot’, as a kind of socially assistive robot, is that of an autonomous social machine
with moving parts that is designed to elicit such companionable and affective responses, even if it
also has other functions, like assistance. There are many kinds of companion robots. Humanoid
robots have human-like appearance, speech, movement, and/or behavior [12]. Robot assistants can
give reminders and may or may not have human-like features [87]. Toylike robots can resemble
teddy bears, dolls, automobiles, etc. [15]. And popular zoomorphic robots can look and act like
pets, wildlife, and dinosaurs [24]. Understanding which style of robot (if any) older people prefer,
and which kinds of robots align with older adults’ companionship needs and preferences, requires
extensive investigation.
2.3 Previous work on companion robots for older people
We now review some previous work which relates to our interest in older adults’ values and
views on companion robots and the opportunities and challenges they might provide. Some
studies show that older people can have positive responses to companion robots [27,35] and that
robots might facilitate other valuable social encounters [43]. Robot acceptance may increase after
periods of acclimatization [29,31], and robots may also prove more attractive companions than
screen-based interactive characters like virtual pets [18,19]. Further, some studies suggest that
robot pets may be as effective as living pets at reducing loneliness amongst older people [6].
Dautenhahn et al. [28] found that most participants preferred the idea of a robot as an assistant
rather than companion, but that if robots were to be companions, they would prefer them to have
human-like communication.
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However, concerns about the uncanny valley effect [59] in which humanoid robots may be
rejected as creepy, plus the popularity of living pets, have made animal robots a prime focus of
study [44]. The baby robot seal PARO, for example, has been extensively studied for people with
or without dementia [41,57], while studies of Sony’s popular AIBO suggest that emotional
attachment to a robot dog is possible [41]. Some authors suggest that individuals without
dementia tend to reject robots that resemble living things as phony [99], but others point to the
possible acceptance of pet-like robots by at least some people. Lazar et al. [48] report on focus
group responses of independent-living older adults to several pet-type robots that participants
physically handled during the discussions. Participants described robot pets as having certain
practical advantages over living pets, such as being easier to maintain. Admittedly, participants
often preferred living pets because they give and require care, and a few found the robots ‘creepy’
and lacking authenticity. However, the authors suggest that if older adults ‘give in to the fiction’
of the artificial animals, this can lead to ‘fulfilment and an emotional connection’ [48:1039] with
them.
Nonetheless, robot companions are not always perceived as desirable [15,32]. Some robots,
such as the home assistant Jibo, have not fared well [1], and the manufacturer of a robot featured
in the present study (Vector) has since stopped production for financial reasons (presumably due
to insufficient interest) [82]. Furthermore, philosophers have criticized companion robots. For
example, Sparrow argues that insofar as companion robots generate a sense of companionship,
they deceive users about their insentient nature [84]. For some thinkers, robot pets like AIBO and
PARO could affront the dignity of older people, while for others the threat to dignity is
exaggerated or can be managed [10,78,79,89].
A recent study in Israel by Deutsch et al. [30], which used a similar video methodology to our
study to explore independent older adults’ responses to 6 robots – including two used in this study
(ElliQ and Cozmo, an earlier model of Vector) and a fluffy robot animal (PARO) – found that older
adults rejected robots that were not ‘authentic’ and that pretended to be companions, pets, or
friends. Like recent research by Zuckerman et al. [99], this study suggests that robots should not
have speech or life-like appearances that indicate companionship as their primary role. Rather, the
primary function of robots for cognitively intact older people, the authors argue, should be
activities like assistance, play, and service – companionship should be a secondary function only.
Deutsch et al. also found that older adults had strong needs for control and independence in
relationships which may be threatened by proactive assistant robots. Ethicists have discussed the
fact that robots might either enhance older adults’ autonomy by decreasing their dependence on
others or else diminish autonomy by making decisions for them [79,85].
In this paper, we extend the above work by providing a qualitative analysis of older adults’
views. Our study shows how perceptions of various kinds of dignity, autonomy, and styles of
company might be affected differently by alternative companion robots, and it reveals the ways in
which individuals can have starkly diverging views on these matters.
3. METHOD
The study was based on a qualitative design, drawing on interviews. It was approved by our
University’s human ethics committee. Participants received a plain language statement explaining
the aims and procedures of the research and, following the opportunity for discussion, signed an
informed consent form.
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3.1 Participants
We recruited 16 participants who were 65+ and living alone in an Australian city. A local council
helped us identify individuals who were capable of providing informed consent and interested in
participating. The council provided minimal home care services (e.g., weekly house-cleaning) to
participants who were all independent and largely self-sufficient. Table 1 provides an overview of
the participants, using pseudonyms.
Table 1: Participant (Interviewee) details
Participant pseudonym
Jerry
Craig

ID
P1
P2

Age
78
84

Gender
Male
Male

Marital Status
Single
Widower

Louise
Carmen
Brianne
Calvin
Stephanie
Beth
Arthur
Sarah
Gwen
Phoebe
Joan
Mary
Jill
Lisa

P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

82
82
74
71
74
80
83
66
89
79
77
65
79
68

Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Widow
Widow
Widow
Single
Widow
Widow
Widower
Divorced
Widow
Widow
Divorced
Separated
Widow
Single

3.2 Data collection: Interviews
Working in pairs, the researchers conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with individual
participants in their own homes. First, we administered a short sociodemographic questionnaire to
collect data such as age and gender. Then, to understand participants’ preferences for
companionship, we asked questions aimed to elicit their attitudes towards human company (e.g.,
family, former partners, friends, social groups). Next, we showed all participants videos of the
three robots in the order set out below, moving from an assistant robot with human-like qualities,
to a toy-like robot, and then to an animal-like robot designed to emulate a pet. This order was the
same for all participants, as we wanted to understand participants’ views as the discussion
progressed from focusing on a robot designed primarily for assistance to a robot designed
primarily for companionship.
This order may have introduced bias, but as we were not conducting an experiment, we did not
have strong concerns about order effects. It is also common for semi-structured interviews to
introduce discussion topics in a fixed order. We used our interview guide to encourage discussion
and reflection on each device in turn and to facilitate comparisons between them. Questions were
designed to elicit attitudes and preferences regarding the three different robots and their potential
value as companions. For example, we asked: What do you think of the three robots? Would you
want to use them and why? If not, why not? What would you use these robots for? Which of the three
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robots would you prefer and why? Do you think they could provide companionship? We took field
notes during the interviews to account for body language, paralanguage, and context, ensuring
participants’ reactions were more fully captured beyond their verbalizations. Interviews were
audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis.
3.3 Three different companion robots
We used videos of each robot that were then accessible on YouTube and of a length that allowed
sufficient time to be played and extensively discussed during a one-hour interview. We made sure
the videos or video segments we showed were all about one-minute duration. Although videobased studies have limitations, they have been used in similar studies on robots [30,96]. We chose
these videos because they allowed us to efficiently and consistently convey to 16 participants clear
depictions of each robot’s features [94]. While showing participants actual robots would have been
useful, we sought to give them illustrations of how the robots can be used by other people,
including older people. We told participants that these were videos we found on the internet and
that we did not have any personal interest in the robots, but simply wanted to gather their
perceptions and attitudes towards these technologies.
Although many different companion robots exist [24], the ones we selected were or are
commercially available and display variety in form, texture, movement, verbality, expressiveness,
and interactivity. Moreover, they show variety in the kind of companionship they offer – from a
simple pet-like robot that responds to stroking, to a playful toy-like companion, to a more
utilitarian virtual assistant that offers advice and reminders. We describe the robots and videos
below. It is important to note that all three videos present the robots in a positive fashion, and that
the ElliQ and Vector videos have a marketing-style, which may have overemphasised the robots’
responsiveness and apparent intelligence. This may well affect participants’ perceptions and must
be factored into the analysis. As such, we have included reflections on the possible impact of the
tone and style of the videos when presenting our findings below. Figure 1 shows images of the
three robots.

Figure 1. From left to right: ElliQ, Vector, and Biscuit.
3.3.1 ElliQ

Created by Intuition Robotics, ElliQ is a non-mobile home assistant robot which comes with a
separate screen that displays pictures and videos [37]. Unlike popular smart speakers like Google
Home or Amazon Alexa, ElliQ has a head that can move around flexibly and lights up in the
centre when interacting. Its moving parts, conversation, and female-sounding voice qualify ElliQ
as a ‘companion robot’ despite its assistive or service role [13]. ElliQ has several assistive
functions, such as suggesting music or social video calls to friends and family and recommending
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that the older person go for a walk or take their medication. This ability to pro-actively make
suggestions further distinguishes ElliQ from other home assistants [30]. ElliQ can facilitate video
calling for the less technologically adept and can learn and take on new tasks based on its
interactions with individual people. Of the three robots in this study, ElliQ has the most
sophisticated conversational ability and the most human-like presence despite lacking a human
appearance. The video we showed to participants has a marketing style outlining a range of
functions which ElliQ can perform [38]. In the video [39], an active older woman interacts and
talks with ElliQ, which pro-actively and verbally gives reminders about upcoming events and
makes suggestions, such as asking if the user would like to talk with family via skype. The video
shows the woman taking up ElliQ’s suggestions.
3.3.2 Vector

Vector, made by Anki [100], is a small robot which has caterpillar tank treads and can
autonomously rove around its environment. Vector’s capabilities allow it to alter its behaviour
with interaction. It has green blinking eyes and a bulldozer-like ‘arm’ which it uses to express
itself (e.g., in a ‘friendly’ greeting) or to interact with objects and people. Vector makes robotsounding noises, can use speech to answer questions, and responds to spoken commands. As with
ElliQ, the video we used promotes Vector by showing its possible uses in home settings [2].
Vector, the voiceover says, can talk, display ‘curiosity’, and ‘welcome you home like a loyal
companion.’ Vector has a mechanical, shiny, toy-like appearance and can go online to answer
questions, similar to ElliQ. The voiceover claims: ‘You’ve got a robot in your house, waiting for
you to get home. Autonomous like a Mars rover, aware enough to avoid falls like a tightrope
walker, and always excited to welcome you home, like a loyal companion.’ Vector is shown
receiving a ‘fist bump’ from a person and trundling around a home with people in the background.
Unlike the other two videos, however, this video did not show robot interaction specifically with
older people. Although Vector has the appearance of a toy, the video did not pitch it explicitly to
children, but rather to an adult audience. During our study, Anki stopped production of Vector
due to financial problems.
3.3.3 Biscuit

Biscuit is an animatronic but non-mobile smallish dog covered in fur. It has a relatively lifelike
appearance and can respond to touch and speech by moving and making dog-like vocalisations.
The video we used was a positive BBC news story on the use of Biscuit in an aged care home [7].
In the video, carers speak approvingly of Biscuit’s presence in the home, and older people interact
with Biscuit in apparently natural and engaged ways. Residents are seen stroking the robot dog
and smiling when it responds to them by autonomously moving its ears and wagging its tail.
Unlike ElliQ and Vector, Biscuit has no assistive functions or cloud-based connectivity. It does not
converse, retrieve information, proactively issue reminders, or give advice. Rather, it simply
behaves and interacts like a friendly, furry dog.
3.4 Data analysis
To answer our research questions, we employed thematic analysis to identify main themes from
the qualitative data generated by the interviews [11]. Our approach facilitated insights into
individual preferences and responses to the robots, while also conducting a collective analysis to
compare group responses to the three robots. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed.
Two researchers coded the transcripts independently. Subsequently, they discussed and agreed
upon the codes. They then discussed themes derived from these codes. Initial codes included pets,
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family, independence, and loneliness. As critical discussion proceeded, themes about social
preferences, companionship, control, abilities and assistance, and dignity were identified and
agreed upon.
4. FINDINGS
Below, we describe our findings that older people have deep needs and preferences in relation to
five themes: 1) preferred social arrangements, 2) style of company, 3) control, 4) abilities in the
context of receiving assistance, and 5) dignity.
4.1 Preferred Social Arrangements
Prior to discussing the robot videos, participants shared their preferences regarding human
company. Participants expressed individual preferences, ranging from a desire for more human
contact (expressed by many interviewees) to a preference to largely shun human contact. Many
interviewees described the importance of the company of friends and family. Several participants
explained that they were not experiencing their desired level of social companionship or at least
companionship from particular individuals. Calvin and Beth, for instance, described themselves as
very lonely and sorely missing old friends. Some lamented the inability to see their children and
grandchildren very often. Many grieved the intimacy shared with lost partners and explained that
they missed both physical intimacy and conversation.
Participants who missed deeper companionship with friends and partners found other
opportunities for social connections. Beth explained how she would often sit in her wheelchair in
her front yard hoping to chat with passersby. Conversing with another, even if not a friend or
partner, was important to her. Others, such as Louise, Gwen, and Phoebe, described themselves as
less inclined towards human companionship. Gwen said that she had been a loner her entire life:
‘I’m quite a solitary person… I’ve never been one to sort of be for friends. It was just me, my
husband, my children.’ Phoebe said of visitors, ‘I just feel they’re squashing the air out of me.’ She
explained that,
‘…I don’t have much company, which I don’t mind, I love my own company. I love my
own space. If I want to get up and wander around in my PJs [pajamas] I can. If I don’t
want to get dressed I can…’
Phoebe appreciated that she could do whatever she wanted when alone – a kind of freedom
missing when other people were present. Gwen said that throughout her life she had always
avoided adopting a façade: ‘I wouldn’t sort of make an effort to say, ‘Hello, how are you?’, and
pretend I’m happy.’ For Gwen, being alone, or only with her husband and children, meant that she
did not have to engage in deception [90]. She was very clear that she had no desire to talk to
others, and said she was content in her solitude. And while Beth longed for human conversation,
she also avoided social clubs because she thought that individuals in groups can be ‘bitchy’.
Although many participants desired company, they still emphasized their desire to choose
whether and when to talk to and engage with other people: ‘Because sometimes you think you
want company, but then there’s only a certain time limit that you’re prepared to take that
company, and then you want to go off and do your own thing’ (Sarah). Beth, to give a different
example, was gregarious and liked human company, but only ‘as long as they don’t stay too long’.
Too much human company made her ‘get all uptight’. These findings about the preferred social
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arrangements of interviewees connect with and illuminate some of their responses to the videos of
the three different robots, which we explore next.
4.2 Robots and style of company
In reacting to the presented videos and to the forms of companionship the different robots might
offer, some participants thought the proactive conversation provided by ElliQ was appealing. Of
the three robots we showed, ElliQ can converse most like a human. In contrast, Vector has a more
robotic voice and less sophisticated conversational ability, and Biscuit does not talk at all. Beth,
who reported being isolated and lonely but was wary of some human company, liked ElliQ. Beth
thought ElliQ and her chatter and the way she piped up would likely be comforting in a quiet and
lonely household: ‘It breaks the silence of the day.’ For Sarah, the more linguistically sophisticated
presence of ElliQ had a positive side, because it was like having a person in the house. In contrast,
Gwen and Stephanie disliked this same feature. Stephanie said: ‘But that whole like another
person in the house…like, no thanks’. Sarah was more gregarious and liked human company;
Stephanie and Gwen much less so. Here we see an example of how ‘preferred social
arrangements’ (addressed in the previous section) appeared to shape participants’ responses to
different robot types. Another dimension of this theme related to the way in which robots talk,
including their proactivity and assertiveness. Craig objected to the frequency with which ElliQ
participated in conversation, saying: ‘Alright, but… It talks all the time’. Others found ElliQ’s
manner abrasive:
‘I didn’t perhaps like her tone of voice.’ (Joan)
‘I thought it was a bit rude actually. The machine sounded a bit rude to me.’ (Louise)
Again, this recalls familiar responses to some human company. We might also recall here
Beth’s personal view that social groups can be unpleasant and other people often rude. Some
participants also described the two talking robots, ElliQ and Vector, as lacking feeling and being
‘cold’ rather than warm. Indeed, many explained that they preferred the (non-talking) dog, Biscuit.
Strikingly, participants used terms like ‘beautiful’, ‘gorgeous’, ‘wonderful’, ‘empathy’, ‘affection’,
and ‘compassion’ to describe Biscuit’s interactions (possibly reacting partly to the way they were
presented in the positive news story). Louise said: ‘There’s more compassion with the dog than
the first two [ElliQ and Vector]. The other two don’t give a damn… Whereas the little dog and the
old fella [in the video], you can imagine that happening. But with those other two, no.’ Many
interviewees explicitly described Biscuit’s resemblance to a living dog as an asset. This likeness
was what appeared to call forth words like gorgeous, wonderful, and affection. For Louise, Biscuit
showed ‘compassion’ because it displayed a dog-like affection; whereas Vector and ElliQ lacked
this feature. Sarah explained it thus:
‘You could touch Biscuit. You could pat it. You could stroke it. It’s got eyes you can look
in. So you get some sort of empathy back, or feeling back, the way he tilts his head when
you talk to him. All that sort of thing. More like a real dog.’
Many interviewees expressed positive attitudes towards Biscuit as a potential companion for
others and for themselves.
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4.3 Robots and control
Though a rude-sounding human voice might be easily re-programmed, an issue that participants
had which is more central to the goal of assistive robots such as ElliQ was a resistance to the ways
that these kinds of devices might proactively direct their lives. In contrast to how Beth described
her preferred limits on how long people stayed, or Phoebe’s satisfaction at being able to march
around her house in pajamas, ElliQ could pipe up at any time to say, ‘Now this is [what’s
on]...And don’t forget that’ (Brianne). Lisa described this as ‘nagging’ and quite a few participants
referred to ElliQ as ‘invasive’ and ‘intrusive’. Brianne elaborated on how intrusiveness and
offering unwanted direction was a particularly dangerous combination: ‘I don’t know whether
that would drive me mental if it kept interrupting me and telling me what to do…I might want to
get an axe and cut it up...’ The threat that these robots posed was far more than annoyance; there
was a sense that ElliQ’s demanding talk could be linked to a feeling of losing agency over parts of
one’s life.
‘I just wouldn’t want to turn that over to her [ElliQ] yet…I think so. Losing control. Yes.
At my age … I don’t need someone sitting in the room telling me.’ (Sarah)
‘…you could feel pushed, you could get it to control your life.’ (Lisa)
‘I suppose it’s because I don’t like being told what to do. Like the other one saying, ‘Now
this is, and don’t forget that’…But see, I Google everything for that.’ (Brianne)
Directing a search on Google, as mentioned in the last quote, may be done in one’s own time
and manner and does not involve ‘being told what to do.’ However, it is important to note that
even some participants who found fault with Eli-Q said her reminders would be useful. That is,
they had some positive reactions towards at least certain assistive functions provided by robots,
even though they had concurrent negative reactions to other robot features and functions. This
suggests that technology designed for older adults could potentially fill a need even when not fully
aligned with people’s values or wishes.
Another important sense of having ‘control’ emerged from participants’ responses. Some
participants who found ElliQ controlling said they preferred Biscuit, because they would have
control over such a robot pet. Asked whether she preferred a talking robot versus a pet robot
Carmen said: ‘one that I could abuse I suppose.’ Although Carmen said this with a laugh, she was
serious that the pet robot was a better fit for her desire for control. Similarly, for Brianne, the
attraction to exerting power was focused on the pet-like robot: ‘And then I look at the dog one,
and I just think that’s beautiful. I just thought, ‘I could pick that dog up and drag it around. Be in
charge. I’m sure you get my picture, that I want to be in charge.’ Also referring to Biscuit, Sarah
said that ‘you could say, ‘Go to your bed’…just like you do to your real dog. You know, ‘Come sit
on my lap’.’
The ability to have control over interactions with Biscuit was highlighted in quotes such as
these. Calvin explained how there was even more control with a robot pet versus a live pet: ‘Yeah
well if you feel like you want a bit of company you could have it just on when you want it there
but you’re not gonna be all day.’ Given that individuals watched the video showcasing Biscuit
after viewing the ElliQ video, it seems that some comments praising the ability to control Biscuit
were partly in reaction to the more human-like and assertive ElliQ. Hence, there appears to be an
interesting difference in the way people responded to the assertive and talking ElliQ, and to
Biscuit as an artificial animal that displayed similar qualities to a friendly and highly compliant
dog. Additional research would be required to further tease out the sorts of robots and robot
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characteristics (e.g. various animal features, humanoid appearance, speech, etc.) that older people
regard as controllable (or not) and the degree to which they seem to them to be so.
4.4 Robots and assistance
In some research, individuals who did not want companionship from robots still expressed
eagerness to have robots provide assistance in the way a human housekeeper might [48]. As
mentioned above, some participants did like aspects of the assistance robots can provide. Notably,
however, many interviewees raised strong concerns about receiving assistance from ElliQ, and
(less strongly) from Vector. As explained, ElliQ is distinguished from a smart speaker by its ability
to suggest and prompt activities and to offer advice. A prominent concern, however, was that
having this assistant doing tasks such as booking appointments, calling friends, paying bills and
prompting actions like taking medication, would reduce participants’ willingness or ability to do
those tasks. Jerry explained that he had intentionally begun to do odd jobs for a café: ‘it gets me
out of the house, gets me on the move, where before I just sit here’. Given that Jerry was actively
working to avoid the trait of laziness, he was averse to the idea of using a device to turn on or off
lights as ‘it could make me a lazier person’. Similarly, Louise attributed automated assistance and
electronic devices as contributing to a ‘lazy generation’:
‘You’ve got machines for this and machines for that. Damned mobile phones which, I’ve
got one, but I’ve never have used it much. All your electronic things. It’s just making
people and their generation lazy.’
While Louise saw these types of devices as embraced by a younger generation, others spoke of
how ElliQ was actually suited for individuals who were older or less healthy than themselves:
‘Well, at the moment I don’t think I’m ready for that…I think I’m still too active.’
(Phoebe)
‘I’d rather not rely on a machine when I can think myself.’ (Jill)
In each of the above quotes, participants were imagining a time in which they will no longer be
active or able to think for themselves when these systems will be useful to them. For some
participants, use of the voice assistant was actually seen as hastening the point at which they will
lose physical or cognitive capabilities. This way of thinking was described by Lisa and Louise as
follows:
‘What’s it going to do to our brain? It’s going to shrink our brain.’ (Lisa)
‘Because you’ve got a brain and if you don’t use it, well you do become a bit stupid.’
(Louise).
In addition to threats to their ability to maintain physical and cognitive wellness, robots could
also pose a different kind of threat – namely, through negatively altering the opinions of others.
Carmen summed up this fear by imagining a situation where she was conversing with Vector or
ElliQ, saying, ‘Someone would come in the door and think, ‘She’s really going off her rocker [i.e.
losing her mind]…Time for her to move on’.’ This fear, though expressed half-jokingly, is real and
has two elements worth distinguishing. First, some participants were concerned that being seen to
be playing or interacting with a companion robot might be embarrassing or even shameful. In
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other words, the fear related to damaged self-image mediated through the negative perceptions of
other people, including loved ones and strangers.
Second, participants expressed a fear with more tangible effects on one’s life. Carmen was
concerned that being perceived as no longer capable of safely looking after herself could have
repercussions for her freedom and her ability to live independently and in her own home. (We
note that Carmen’s concern may have been partly elicited by the video’s portrayal of ElliQ as an
aid to independence.) This fear has been expressed by participants in previous research who did
not want to be seen as ‘failing’ to use technology for fear that it would indicate they were no
longer capable of being independent [90]. Our findings extend this work by showing that older
adults sometimes engage in a negotiation between not wanting to be embarrassed or stigmatized
as ‘dependent’ by using certain robots and also wanting to get (or imagining eventually wanting
or needing) some assistance (such as reminders) from types of robots that they see as less
‘threatening’ to their cognitive and social independence. Further, the concern that interacting with
robots might be shameful or embarrassing has crossovers with participant concerns about insults
to dignity, which we now discuss.
4.5 Robots and Dignity
Some interviewees had few issues with the concept of receiving assistance from or engaging with
companion robots. Several found ElliQ potentially helpful, and one participant (Sarah) said she
would even buy a ‘fantastic’ and ‘engaging’ assistive robot like ElliQ. Sarah explained it would be
great to have ‘a conversation other than with yourself.’ By contrast, some other participants found
the concept of interaction with companion robots demeaning. Louise decried the mere idea of a
robot assistant: ‘And I’m not a very religious person either, but God give you the brain to work…I
would pitch it [the robotic assistant] out the back door.’ Craig was similarly condemnatory of
ElliQ: ‘Crazy. I do think I’m a bit more intelligent than that.’ Stephanie said: ‘I like the idea [of
ElliQ’s assistive functions], but I don’t like the sort of seeming humanizing of the whole thing. It’s
just ridiculous.’ Some said that this assault on dignity from such robots was lamentable: Phoebe
said, ‘I hope I don’t get to that stage [of needing or being tempted to interact with robots]. I’m
hoping I’ll be dead.’
Participants associated robots with a perceived threat to dignity when they identified the robot
as being oriented towards children. No participants compared ElliQ in this way to a toy, while
some did so for Biscuit the furred dog robot. Mostly, however, it was Vector, with its cute robot
voice, trucklike appearance, and cool ‘fist-bump’ gestures, that was identified as toylike.
Resemblance to a child’s toy was very occasionally perceived to be a good thing but more often a
bad thing. Participants described the conspicuously toylike Vector as patronizing, condescending,
or, as one put it, ‘absolutely bizarre.’
‘I don’t need a cute little bug [Vector] going ‘ooh’ at me…I might need help, but I don’t
need that. It’s a kids’ toy…They’re kind of patronizing. You’re an adult. (Stephanie).
‘It was more like a…Transformer toy type of thing…I’d hate to think that I’d come home
to be greeted by something like that…I don’t know that people of my age group would
find companionship in that...’ (Lisa)
While some took Vector to be patronizingly evocative of child’s toy and therefore outright
rejected it, others took a more ‘philosophical’ view of older adults’ use of child-like toys. Sarah
found Biscuit to be ‘similar to a stuffed toy that kids play with,’ and reluctantly suggested that a
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return to playing with toys, a defining feature of infancy and very early youth, might in fact go
with ageing:
‘Initially I thought, ‘Oh, that’s quite condescending to old people’. That’s when I’m going to
kill myself with dignity…I actually felt quite sad that those poor people in the aged homes
are relating to a toy. But then it has lots of applications that they can interact with… it’s just
important for them to communicate, touch...It’s connecting them. So, unfortunately, it’s a
reality of ageing, yeah. That you’re back to playing with toys.’ (Sarah)
Just as assistive robots may be seen by some older individuals as more appropriate and perhaps
inevitable for people who are older and less capable, Stephanie and Sarah saw the case for
childlike robots being appropriate for others. This stemmed from a recognition of how ageing may
sometimes involve revisiting or reverting to interests and activities of childhood. As mentioned,
Biscuit, a robot designed to closely resemble a living dog, was well-liked by many participants. Yet
Biscuit also provoked some vigorous criticism about how both the simulation of a living dog and
the reactions it prompts are phony. Perhaps because its design is so close to a living dog,
participants drew attention to the fact that ‘it’s not real’ (Stephanie). As to why this was troubling,
individuals would say things like, ‘Because that’s artificial and that’s real, that’s live. That’s all it
is’ (Phoebe). A more concrete reason given concerned the inauthenticity of robots – a live dog is
‘not programmed to be joyous when it sees you. That that’s a natural relationship that you’ve
built up…You want someone who genuinely loves you for you…’ (Sarah).
The inauthenticity that was troubling for Gwen centered around an expectation that she would
need to be false to engage with the robot. Gwen, who had described being appalled by the idea of
engaging in a façade of false small talk or politeness with other humans, found Biscuit repellent
because, ‘It’s false. It’s something that I’m trying to be happy or I’m trying to be something that
I’m not.’ Gwen explained that Biscuit was ‘something that’s not there and pretending. I don’t want
to pretend to anybody.’ The (unwelcome) work Gwen would need to put in has been referred to in
past work on telepresence homecare devices as relation work [47]. This finding suggests this may
be the case even with non-human systems. For some of the participants, the idea that people
would be expected to relate to these non-living things when companionship is so obviously a
thing between living beings was a major affront to dignity. For example, in response to the robot
dog, Biscuit, Stephanie exclaimed:
‘I’ll try not to let the steam come out of my ears…it’s just causing me frustration that
people would think of older people like that really.’
In cases such as this one, participants expressed themselves forcefully, both verbally and in the
paralinguistic behaviors that accompanied their words, such as agitation and raised voices. Still,
despite feeling dismay at the indignity and patronizing effects of inauthenticity, some of these
individuals did see robots as a ‘second best’ option for people who could not have living animals.
And, as noted above, some participants described the robot dog (despite it not being conscious) as
‘wonderful’ and as evincing ‘compassion’.
5. DISCUSSION
This study sought to understand older adults’ perceptions of three distinct companion robot types.
By first asking about companionship needs and preferences, and then showing in turn videos of
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the more human-like voice assistant, the roving vehicle, and the dog robot examples, we elicited
responses from participants that encourage comparisons across living and non-living things.
Below, we discuss older adults’ preferences regarding style of company. We then discuss some
implications of companion robots for older adults’ wellbeing, including their sense of control and
autonomy. Finally, we explore how robots might affect dimensions of dignity in specific,
interesting ways. Pradhan et al. notes that the CSCW community is increasingly interested in
‘understanding social interactions mediated by robots’ [70]. The following discussion of our
findings adds to growing work in CSCW on the potential of robots as partners in our lives [45] in
various spaces and, furthermore, on the need to treat older adults in ways that respect their
autonomous choices, goals, and needs [50].
5.1 Designing for preferred styles of company
The three robot exemplars had features, such as appearances and behaviors, that were variously
humanlike and animal-like. Participant responses to such features could sometimes be connected
with their general attitudes towards companionship. Some individuals embraced ElliQ for its
proactive conversational ability which, they explained, could reduce loneliness and provide both
companionship and assistance. This was the case for several participants who disclosed being
lonely, and to only one person who did not express being lonely. However, in contrast with the
ways the video showed an older person relating to ElliQ as companionable and supportive, many
participants regarded the voice as irritating, overly assertive, and intrusive. Importantly, ElliQ
appears to have been even more off-putting for those who find human company difficult or
exhausting and who prefer relative solitariness.
This finding complements existing research that has also noted that older adults are reluctant
to use technologies they consider to be intrusive. In a similar study that examined participants’
responses to the ElliQ video, Deutsch et al. found that older people may resent a robotic assistant’s
proactivity and intrusiveness [30]. Our findings support this conclusion but add the insight that
sensitivity to intrusiveness may be linked to individuals’ varying preferences for social human
interactions. By exploring participants’ preferences for companionship prior to discussing the
robot videos, we were able to make this link. For individuals who prefer less human company, a
robotic presence that does not proactively talk or is less conversationally interactive may be a
more acceptable option. We should note, however, that to achieve finer discrimination of people’s
preferences, further work is needed, such as introducing robot examples that both talk and have
different appearances or behavior (e.g., animal-like ones) or that or that lack both speech and
animal likeness. Nonetheless, the results reveal interesting links between attitudes towards human
and robot company.
While attitudes to the robot with the human voice were decidedly mixed, attitudes to the robot
dog were more uniform. Even some of those who were initially skeptical expressed more positive
sentiments while viewing interactions between Biscuit and older people. As noted, participants
used terms like ‘beautiful’, ‘gorgeous’, ‘wonderful’, ‘empathy’, ‘affection’, and ‘compassion’ for
Biscuit. In part, this could be due to the nature of the video and the way Biscuit was portrayed: it
was a news story rather than an ad. Still, participants often also advanced reflective reasons,
including distinguishing Biscuit’s nature from both the assistant and toy-like robots. This finding
contrasts with the contention that people tend to find robots that strive to emulate living creatures
hard to warm to [99]. Consistent with this finding, participants found Vector too mechanicallooking, aesthetically displeasing, and robotic. Other studies suggest many people have a
preference for dog robots over humanoid ones and are drawn to the way that dogs show
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emotions, personality, and attachment [44]. Our study extends this suggestion by connecting it
with pet robot features such as simple, affectionate doglike behaviors.
Having control over a robot animal, with analogies drawn to living pets, was seen by some as
desirable. Other similar robot studies have emphasized older adults’ desire for control and for
maintaining independence [30]. Our findings reveal not only that older adults desire some control
and independence in regard to robots, but also that animal-like robots like Biscuit may provide a
distinctive (if slightly troubling [23]) means of giving people a sense of control. One participant,
for example, said they would enjoy being in charge of a robot dog and picking it up and moving it
around. In general, humans can control (and shape) animal behavior and wellbeing in numerous
ways – something that distinguishes pets from many humans who are more assertive and less
easily directed or manipulated (although there are of course exceptions, including some young
children). Given that an emerging critique of technologies for aged care is that they may overly
prescribe actions to the point of becoming coercive [60], it is essential to recognize that some
‘smarter’ technologies, such as ElliQ, may be more likely to lead to this feeling of being coerced,
for some people at least.
The above results give rise to contrasts between our study and the findings of recent related
studies [30,99]. In particular, our findings contrast with the view that robot companionship should
be a secondary rather than primary function on the grounds that older adults are likely to reject
robots when a (potentially ‘inauthentic’) companionship function is strongly highlighted. Our
study showed, especially through participants’ responses to a robot dog which has no function
other than to provide company, and which many participants found was ‘gorgeous’ and
‘wonderful’, that pure robot companionship is received positively by at least some older adults. As
we will discuss shortly, however, some older adults do have concerns that ‘inauthentic’ robot
companionship could affect their dignity.
5.2 Wellbeing and autonomy
The three robots raised a range of concerns regarding wellbeing and autonomy. One salient
concern was that companion robots might be seen as undermining cognitive abilities and skills.
These findings about fears of loss of control provide an empirical example concerning robots and
older people of how technology may be perceived as resulting in the loss of autonomy or agency
through fostering dependency [49]. Some participants engaged in activities such as voluntary
work and chores partly in order to remain active, even though (or because) they received (albeit
minor) help from local services with cleaning and transportation. A tangible fear was that
allowing others, including robots, to take over certain tasks and activities could result in a
deterioration of mental function and the erosion of independence, potentially representing a step
on the road to residential aged care. Studies show that many older people are determined to
remain independent and to live in their own homes for as long as possible, or until they die [86].
Given these concerns, a robot that appears to encourage dependence rather than self-sufficiency
may be rejected. Past work has described the ways that older adults feel pressure to engage in
physical and cognitive activities to maintain abilities [46]. Confirming this finding in relation to
companion robots in our study prompts a rethinking of many of our approaches to designing
technologies for ageing: we may wish to shift from assisting people in tasks to assisting them in
maintaining their abilities to conduct tasks. For example, instead of a device insistently issuing
reminders to take a medication, older adults might be reminded only if they forget to take it and
offered strategies to remember in the future.
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The possible effects of robots on some individuals’ values and dispositions are significant in
other ways. Some participants described interacting with robots as potentially shameful or
embarrassing, signifying to others that they may be experiencing cognitive decline. This
represented a threat to a person’s self-esteem and sense of identity and even a loss of control over
one’s own life (e.g., in the case of the individual fearing she would be removed from her own
home). Clearly, many people want to make their decisions about what to do and when, and
furthermore, to carry out the actions associated with those decisions themselves, rather than
having them performed, whether paternalistically or otherwise, by other parties. This raises the
value of autonomy. Human autonomy has been identified as important in older adult-robot
interaction [49]. However, researchers of technology for older adults might be well served in
turning to perspectives from contemporary ethics which stress the value we now tend to place on
forms of personal autonomy or self-governance [20]. It is widely accepted in the West that we
should respect a mature person’s autonomous choices which reflect their preferences and often
their deepest values [95]. This could include the deep values of dignity, independence, and selfsufficiency. Respecting autonomy implies avoiding not only the coercion and manipulation of a
person for the benefit of others. It also implies avoiding unwanted altruistic interference, that is,
interference performed for the benefit of the person herself. Altruistic overriding of autonomy is
called strong paternalism [8]. In liberal societies, strong paternalism is generally frowned upon. But
despite the moral need to refrain from unwanted paternalism, there are forms of influencing a
person’s decision-making that are consistent with respect for autonomy. This warrants further
explanation.
Ethicists sometimes talk of relational autonomy, which is a kind of self-governance in living and
decision-making. Relational autonomy refers to the ability to make our own decisions not entirely
independently of others but rather by way of desired forms of input and support from the outside
[68]. Relational autonomy can shed some light on the resistance our participants had to being
instructed by an assistant robot. Insofar as an assistance robot is interpreted as interfering with a
given individual’s desire to make their own decisions, it may threaten their self-governance or
autonomy, and even in a sense become paternalistically coercive [60]. But if that robot can instead
provide input and support of a kind that is genuinely welcomed, then, in a sense, the robot—or the
provision of the robot to an older person—may be said to respect or enhance autonomy. Whether
or not a robot leads to the enhancement or diminution of autonomy depends on the perspective of
the individual concerned. Some people are willing to hand over many decisions and tasks to others
in a way that is consistent with relational autonomy; other people are loath to do so. And, of
course, the precise nature of the decision or task can make a difference to a person’s willingness to
surrender their involvement to another. In this study, the reactions of some participants appeared
to suggest that their relational autonomy might not be respected or enhanced by the assistant
robot ElliQ. Others, however, welcomed ElliQ’s assistance. Given that ElliQ and robots like it
resemble humans who proactively offer suggestions, reminders, and advice about what might be
good for a given person, we could regard these robots either as paternalistic threats to autonomy
or as enhancers of relational autonomy, depending on the person’s individual autonomous wishes.
The notion of relational autonomy recalls the concept of interdependence discussed in the HCI
disability and Science and Technology Studies communities [9,34]. As ‘dependent rational
creatures’, to borrow Alasdair MacIntyre’s term for us human beings [53], we may think of our
autonomy as being promoted not through total independence from others (which MacIntyre
regards as a pernicious fiction), but often through interdependence with other people and (perhaps
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in an extended sense) with human-like assistive technologies that are capable of performing tasks
and helping us in often autonomous and unsolicited ways. Different individuals’ autonomy may
then be promoted by their own preferred forms of assistance and (inter)dependence. Some
assistive technologies, for example, may be seen by some as stigmatizing and damaging to selfconfidence and identity, and hence rejected by autonomous individuals with those attitudes [81].
Companion robots that perform ever more assistive tasks autonomously, especially when they do
so against a person’s wishes, may even run the risk of appearing to enact a machine-style of
paternalism. Care might then be taken to ensure that future companion robots navigate a path
between over-assisting and enabling appropriate kinds of dependence.
5.3 Dignity: Condescension and patronization
The potential impact on human dignity of companion robots was another major theme in this
study. Dignity is a deep human need [1], and threats to dignity and an awareness of it can increase
as people age [41]. Dignity and its loss can be linked to physical and cognitive changes, to changes
in one’s sense of self such as those resulting from various dependencies, and to being on the
receiving end of ageist stereotyping [42]. The human need for dignity has been recognized by
international law and human rights declarations [55]. While some thinkers believe that dignity is a
vague and unhelpful idea [54], others hold it to be an illuminating and important moral concept
[22]. In any case, ‘dignity’ is a complex notion [40]; it can refer, for example, to a person’s inherent
value as a human being, or, as we discuss here, to a variety of ways that people may be or feel
affronted or violated [66].
Robot-related discussions about dignity and its loss are largely theoretical and philosophical
[78,88]. Thinkers have reflected on how robots may enhance dignity by, for instance, promoting
human flourishing and independence through giving suitable forms of assistance [80]. Conversely,
some have discussed how robots may diminish dignity by undermining a person’s autonomy and
control over their lives [97]. Robots may also threaten older adults’ dignity when the robots
appear to be infantilizing and deceptive [71,79]. Our study adds empirical detail that extends these
philosophical discussions. The results expose how robots could affect older adults’ dignity in
various ways. In particular, they expose the importance of concepts of condescension,
patronization, and demeaning circumstances. The findings enable us to reflect at somewhat
greater length on the various kinds of threats robots may pose to dignity, and to identify the
different dimensions of dignity this points to.
A number of interviewees viewed companion robots as demeaning, using words like
‘patronizing’, ‘condescending’, and ‘dignity’. This perception was linked to the degree to which
the robots were regarded as variously offensively toylike, humanizing, and/or inauthentic. These
forms of condescension constitute distinctive dimensions of dignity and deserve further
discussion. Consider first the idea of being condescended to by way of robots that are too toylike.
Being infantilized, such as through the use of child-oriented settings, activities and babyish speech
patterns, is a recognized concern in aged-care and a component of ageist stereotyping [76], a
problem some researchers studying the design of robots for older people have been highlighting
for some time [63]. The notion of infantilization of older adults has been connected with being
deceived about robot sentience, or with companion robots in a more general sense being perceived
as toys—as, for example, dolls are [32,79]. For several participants, the Pixar-like Vector was
infantilizingly toylike, whereas the robot dog interestingly was not – despite the fact that the robot
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dog could also easily be taken to resemble a child’s toy (just as the more famous robot PARO
might be so taken).
Some participants regarded ElliQ as patronizing, but not because it evoked a child’s toy. Rather,
ElliQ was seen as patronizing because of the way it attempted to emulate a human speaker and, as
one participant put it, involved a kind of humanizing. On this view, assistive robots for older
people are respectable, but their assistance becomes condescending when they pretend to human
interaction and companionship. This notion of an inauthenticity [30] that leads to feeling
demeaned also emerged in relation to the animal robot. Some reported that they would feel
embarrassed should they be discovered talking to such robots. One participant (Stephanie) became
visibly livid at what she saw as a patronizing disrespect for older people as such companionship,
she said, cannot exist between humans and machines, even clever ones. This participant described,
moreover, how such pretense was also patronizing to older people as a group. This response is
likely to be in part a reaction against ageist stereotyping [62]. Putting these elements together, we
can say that an older person might feel patronized in two important ways: as an individual and as
a member of a (age-based) group.
Thinkers have suggested that indignity might result from the sense of being ‘deceived’ into
believing robots are conscious or sentient [32,84,89]. However, in our study no participants made
this objection, and one interviewee even stated that deception was unlikely in people without
dementia. So, rather than deception being the cause, the problem of being patronized instead arose
from the notion of interacting with a robot as if it were sentient. As one participant said, a robot
that is ‘programmed to be joyous’ when they see you is phony. Although other studies have
highlighted robot inauthenticity [30,48], it is important to stress here that some of our participants
not only reacted to certain robots as ‘false things’, they also expressed the view that users’
responses to them are therefore also ‘false.’ To compound the problem still further, such robots
were, once again, seen by some older adults as an insult against not just individuals but against
older people in general. In addition to this, robots may be regarded as objectively and not just
subjectively demeaning. That is, some older adults may see them as patronizing or condescending
to all members of their age group even with respect to those members who do not subjectively feel
demeaned by them. That is a further distinction to emerge from this study.
Deustch et al. [30] suggest that robots with primary companion functions are rejected by older
adults as false and inauthentic. Lazar et al. [48], however, suggest that this problem of
inauthenticity may dissolve when users knowingly ‘give in to the fiction’ by adopting a stance of
make-believe towards robots [74]. On this view, such a stance may confer respectability upon
apparently undignified interactions with ‘unreal’ companions. However, our findings suggest that
Lazar et al.’s suggested move may not resolve certain deeper values or beliefs which are at play. It
is vital to note that some of our participants would regard ‘giving in to the fiction’ as itself false or
inauthentic. One participant, for example, claimed that companionship is impossible with a
‘machine that supposedly has got a personality’, while another found it ‘crazy’ to ‘pretend to say
hello’ to a machine and therefore (presumably) to adopt a stance of make-believe. Hence,
encouraging older adults to engage in make-believe with robots as some have recommended could
come across as deeply patronizing rather than as offering an escape route from an otherwise
condescending interaction [58].
Accordingly, designing and marketing robots with this aim may alienate a segment of older
people. Additional empirical study of this possibility would be useful in order to understand the
factors that lead to more or less acceptance and to ensure that there are alternatives for people
who reject this form of technology. Having highlighted these dignity-centered problems, however,
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we must stress that other responses from older adults were very different. As we noted, a number
of participants embraced the idea of certain robots as companions [48], including those robots
with companionship as their primary function. Such individuals gave no indication that they
found those robots patronizing or condescending. Such findings highlight diversity amongst older
people [65] in regards to attitudes to companion robots.
5.4 Study limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, our findings emerge from interviews with a particular
demographic – older adults in a Western country, namely Australia, with limited support needs –
and should not be taken to be globally representative. Attitudes towards robots vary across
different cultural contexts [67] and older adults may be more open to robotic technologies when
they view them as necessary to maintain independence [14]. Second, participants did not have
actual interactions or extended experience with the robots, so we could not see changes in their
views over time or with experience. Third, since the videos were uniformly enthusiastic towards
robots (with two being marketing-style videos and the other a positive news story) viewers may
have been (at least partly) responding to the sentiment or use cases depicted in the videos rather
than the robots themselves. It is possible that responses would have been different had
participants experienced the robots first-hand in the absence of the videos. For example,
participants may then have reacted less (or more) strongly to the idea that robots threaten control
and dignity. Also, the ElliQ and Biscuit videos showed older adults interacting with robots, while
the Vector video did not. Hence, some caution in interpretation is required.
Even with these limitations, we were able to examine initial participant responses to three
robot types and make comparisons between them. The three videos were equally ‘positive’ in
tone, and each gave indications of how the robots may be used either with older people or as
general companions. Observing a range of recorded human-robot interactions may in fact offer
participants a clearer basis from which to form initial responses than providing actual robots or
simply describing them. It also provides consistency in viewing experience [30]. The order of the
videos shown might have affected responses. However, our aim here was not so much to measure
the strength of participants’ like/dislike for the robots, but to uncover the reasons they had for
their reactions. Nonetheless, further work might address the limitations of this study by providing
opportunities to interact directly with robots or by exploring, in a more random order, responses
to different kinds of robots. We also suggest that future research might explore other general
robot types to tease out older adults’ responses to different characteristics and combinations of
characteristics. This might include, for example, robots that are animal-like but can talk, etc.
6. CONCLUSION
This study explored the immediate responses of older people living alone and independently to
videos of three types of companion robot. The three distinctive robot types drew forth a variety of
responses which showed there is no ‘one size fits all’ robot type for older people. We unearthed
detail about older peoples’ attitudes and views towards preferred social arrangements with human
beings and how this might affect their attitude towards various robots as potential companions.
For example, older adults who preferred relative solitude and found other adults often
exasperating and intrusive tended to react negatively to the proactive and assertively
conversational home assistant robot. In contrast, many were very positive to the compliant and
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‘gorgeous’ doglike characteristics of the robot dog. Indeed, many participants could imagine
having the robot dog as a companion even though it did not perform any other role, like providing
services or assistance.
The study also interrogated the ways that different companion robots might affect personal
wellbeing, autonomy, and dignity. Participants expressed some concerns about assistive robots
making them feel they are losing control and, furthermore, concerns about not having control
over the robots themselves. Each of these possibilities can potentially damage older adults’
autonomy. Furthermore, some older people are acutely concerned about the demeaning effects of
toylike robots, humanized robots, and ‘inauthentic’ robots that engage in a pretense of feeling. An
individual may feel this patronizing effect both on her own behalf and on behalf of older adults as
a group. They may also feel that even people who willingly embrace such robots objectively suffer
a loss of dignity. Such concerns may be strongly felt, and the idea of striking a stance of makebelieve may not allay them; indeed, it is possible that recommending such a stance may compound
those concerns. Some other older adults, however, do not share these values and concerns and are
willing to embrace a range of companion robot types, including ones that are like toys or that
simulate human conversation or animal feeling and behavior. These findings may be taken into
account by robot designers and researchers and by those involved in selecting the types of robots
offered to independent older people.
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